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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

Some reasons that cause altruistic behavior happened. There are biological 

cause, neurological cause, environmental cause, social norms, and cognitive cause. 

From the data analysis above the writer found only one cause, that is environmental 

cause. In the discussion, the writer found the answer from the problem of the statement 

described in two sub-bab. There are causes of altruistic behavior in Moyes’s After 

You and the effects of altruistic behavior in Moyes’s After You. The writer found 

eight causes that appear from characters. Some causes are when Lily asks Louisa to 

help her drive away from the young man who is bothering her even though she just 

knows her, Louisa gives money to Lily even though Lily makes a mistake, Nathan 

gives Louisa a job, Louisa prefers to find for Lily rather than her job, Sam helps Louisa 

to find Lily, Louisa helps Lily to delete her disgrace photo on Mr. Garside's phone, 

when Louisa gives Lily to Mrs. Traynor and when Sam wants to help Louisa to forget 

her past and continue her life. 

Besides that, the writer also finds eight effects from these causes of altruistic 

behavior. The effects of altruistic behavior are when Louisa brings Lily to her flat and 

also cares for her when she is sick, Louisa allows Lily to stay in her flat for the second 

time because Lily doesn’t feel comfortable living in her house anymore, Louisa gets 

a job, Lily was founded by Sam and taken her to the hospital, Louisa and her friends 

have been helped Lily to delete her photo so she doesn’t need to worry about Mr. 

Garside anymore, Camilla realized that she doesn’t lost anything because Lily and life 

with her Grand Daughter, Lily has a new family, and Louisa finally accepts Sam and 

begins to forget Will, 

At the end of the story, Lily is happy with her family. She lives with her 

Grandma, Camilla Traynor. She gets full affection from her Grandma, she also starts 

to school again. Louisa is happy to see Lily has changed. Louisa is also happy with 

her new life. She goes for a date with Sam, a man that she chooses. Altruism that 

contains in this novel has influenced the characters. 

 

 


